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FIBER & PASSIVE NETWORK
Eliminates trunk COAX and
all standard RF amplifiers

Sumitomo Products & Services
VSB-AM

Digital

Optical Cable

Fusion Splicers

•Optical TX's

•24 NTSC or 20 BTSC per

•Full line

•Single fiber

fiber at 2.4 Gbps

Rack & Strand
High Power Lasers

•Add/drop capability
•"Overhead" for voice/data

•Optical RX's

•Matched clad VAD fibers

•Multi fiber

•FutureFlex air blown

Connectors
Construction Services

fiber system

Trunk & Bridger

41> SUMITOMO ELECTRIC
Fiber Optics Corp.

78 Alexander Drive, RTP, NC 27709, 800/358-7378, Fax 919/541-8297
Member Of The Sumitomo Electric, Ltd. Group
Blown Fiber Technology invented by British Telecommunications PLC & developed & manufactured By Sumitomo Electric Ind, Ltd..
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Signs of True Leadership

INNOVATION
IN THE TRILOUY TRADITION

True leaders of any high-tech industry
are those who dare to take new paths in
search of improved technologies. The
accepted ways may be adequate to the
job, acceptable in the marketplace.

perfect dielectric for coaxial cable. While
it seemed obvious enough, it was not
considered to be an easily achieved
objective. After extensive R&D by
Trilogy's technical staff, however, the
vision of the dreamers became a

Complacency rules the day. But a true
leader will take the risk of developing
maverick thinking into revolutionary

triumphant reality utilizing just the right

advances. And the conventional suddenly
gives way to a new tradition of innovative

combination of materials and construction
to forge a unique MC coaxial cable.

progress. That's how the Trilogy tradition
began, and continues to this day in the
coaxial cable field.

Trilogy Communications, Inc., was
founded on an unwavering belief in the

Theorists had long recognized that
plain air would make the

superiority of MC 2. Look to Trilogy for a
continuing tradition of innovative
excellence.

Call or write for free samples and brochure: Trilogy Communications, Inc.,
2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208. 800/874-5649 601/932-4461
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COMMUNICATIONS INC

I
N PERSPECTIVE

J
ust as only afew people accurately predicted five years ago that

the cable and telephone companies would come together in aseries
of mergers and joint ventures, there are perhaps fewer still who realize another convergence must occur before the potential of aubiquitous, high-speed communications network can be fully
realized. But at least one executive from atelecommunications giant predicts that aglobal convergence of ideas,
cooperation and technology will be necessary to get
everyone wired for the future.
Dr. Tsuneo Nakahara, vice chairman and deputy CEO
of Sumitomo Electric Industries, was brought to Denver
recently by the Scientists' Institute for Public
Information, anational non-profit group that is attempting to improve American media access to leading
Japanese experts in science and technology.
Nakahara's message is simple: Cooperation between
globally-minded people is the best method available to
evolve present-day communications technology into a
shared information superhighway such as the one currently under development here in the U.S.
Nakahara argues that it's difficult for companies doing
business in mature industries to compete in technologically advanced countries like the U.S. and Japan because
labor and benefit costs are very high; in order to grow,
these industries must innovate and seek to improve customer service.
In order to innovate via delivering new services to
consumers, the communications and photonics industries
should make agreater effort to share information, hardware and software across the Pacific. He also said that
for global connectivity, common protocols and standards
similar to the OSI model will be needed.
Nakahara argued that Japan brings alot to the table in
terms of innovative services. While the Clinton Administration is the
first in decades to make communications policy apriority here in the
U.S., Japan has been actively installing fiber, testing new hardware
and trialing new multimedia services like interactive shopping, distance education and video karaoke. A "fiber to the office" trial connecting 100 companies with ahigh-speed digital fiber link has
already illustrated the benefits of inventory control, shared pricing
information, videotext and stock quotations to merchants; and anew
trial that includes ATM switches connecting to high-fiber-count
cables (1,000 fibers!) will bring full motion video to that testbed.
It's clear that in some areas, Japan is ahead of us in optical communications research, while we lead in other areas. Nakahara argues
that there is little reason to fear Japan; that more can be gained by
jointly sharing info and not reinventing the wheel. That idea may be
troublesome for U.S. companies that have historically tried to protect their turf, but that type of protectionist thinking doesn't help
anyone, Nakahara argues.
He may have apoint. The cable companies and telcos fought for
years over almost everything, until each had asignificant benefit to
offer the other. Now cooperation and joint ventures have become the
norm and have fueled growth, interest in new services and alot of
innovation. Hmm

Global
alliances:
The next
convergence?
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Roter Brown
Editor
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PORTABLE
POWER SWEEP

THE SMALLEST,
FASTEST,
LOWEST PRICK,
MOST COMPREHENSIVE
SYSTEM SWEEP
Stealth System Sweep... Put sweep technology right in your
hand! The new, hand-held Stealth is the fastest continuously
referenced system sweep available. Plus, it responds to your
adjustments in ablink of your well-trained eye (about asecond:
virtually real-time).
You'll wonder how we squeezed in so much capability. The
Stealth 3SR Receiver monitors an active sweep, measures system carriers, and factors in level variances sent by the 3ST
Transmitter. The rugged receiver is weather-tight and durable
for dependable field service. The powerful 3ST Transmitter's
unique high resolution LCD spectrum display gives the headend technician aquick view of headend levels.

Circle Reader Service No. 4

A signal level meter, too... The Stealth 3SR is also acompact,
high-performance SAM. Use your Stealth receiver to measure
individual carrier levels, C/N, and hum without deactivating
channels. It even measures digital signal levels. View this comprehensive collection of measurements on aconvenient LCD
spectrum display that's easy to see even in bright sun and
under wide temperature extremes.
Stealth does all this without subscriber interference and with a
5to 1,000 MHz frequency range, standard.
Priced right... The Stealth System is about half the price of other
sweep systems. So, get the smallest, fastest, lowest priced, most
capable sweep on the market. The Stealth.

Ca111-800-622-5515.
Wavetek... makers ofquality test equipment for over 25 years.

W AVŒTŒK

©Wavetek Corp., 1993
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C OLOR BURSTS

some broadcasters; and audio featuring CDquality surround sound.
Just five days before the Grand Alliance
announced its intention to use VSB technology, Zenith licensed its system to General
Instrument, which developed the
FISHnet
11111
Cablevision
QAM
system that was also testStony Brook
Woodbury, H.Q
A ATM hub/switch ' ed. In fact, the two traded licensing agreements, with Zenith
Brookhaven
•
Huntington Hauppauge
Fiber optic network
gaining the right to integrate
•
CIFiber optic hubs
GI's DigiCipher technology into
•
Central
its cable set-tops.
Holtsville
•
•
Islip e
Already, Zenith and LSI
Melville
Logic are developing the key
digital chipset for the I6-VSB
system, which reportedly transCablevision 's Long Island fiber network
mits and receives digital info at
FISHNet will be added throughout the Long
43 Mbps, arate that is 33 percent faster than
While most are sitting back debating the
Island area as more hospitals and laboratories
64 QAM systems and twice as fast as 32 QAM
merits of anational information "superhighbecome fai4liar with its capabilities, said
approaches. Depending ont he amount of comway" and discussing who will build it,
pression used, the 16-VSB decoder can shoeCablevision Systems Corp. has already built a Cablevisionl officials, who anticipate that the
network will one day create amedical and
horn as many as 23 movies or nine live video
regional, high-speed interactive fiber network
educational information systems for the New
events in asingle channel.
on Long Island to serve medical and scientific
In addition, Zenith is working with
York area.
applications.
Raytheon Semiconductor to develop the IF
Cablevision unveiled the development of
amplifier/demodulation IC for set-top
"FISHNet" (Fiber-optic, Island-wide, Superdecoders. Specifically, this chip will handle
High speed Network), which is one of the first
the AGC and frequency phase lock loop functo use Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) to
tions. Raytheon officials say the chip should
link facilities. On Long Island, Cablevision has
in what could only be characterized as a
be in volume production by the third-quarter
linked the Brookhaven National Laboratory,
huge win for Zenith Electronics Corp., the
of this year.
State University of New York-Stony Brook
HDTV "Grand Alliance" has chosen the comand Grumman Data Systems, which is the syspany's VSB digital modulation technology as
tem integrator.
the method of choice for both terrestrial broadFISHNet is the first real-world non-entercast and cable television distribution of HDTV
tainment use of aplanned $300 million, 3,000signals. Broadcasters will use 8-VSB, while
mile network planned for the metropolitan
Two weeks at ter hosting an educational
cable will be able to enjoy 16-VSB, which
New York City and Long Island areas. The
conference
on the deployment of digital techallows two HDTV signals to be placed in a
development of FISHNet comes about one
nolgy,
Cable
Television Laboratories
single 6-MHz channel slot.
year after Cablevision announced its plan to
announced
it
intends to establish atesting
The
selection
followed
formal
laboratory
build that 750 MHz fiber backbone.
facility to verify the interoperability of differtesting of both the VSB and General
Applications of the network included
ent MPEG 2compression systems.
Instrument's QAM systems which were protelemedicine, an application that is often toutThe project will likely utilize CableLabs'
posed. The VSB system was chosen because it
ed at conferences and seminars that focus on
facility
in Louisville, Colo, as an international
performed
better
during
the
tests.
Key
factors
the development of anationally interconnected
venue to test and verify different bitstreams
were
HDTV
coverage
area,
signal
robustness
network capable of sharing high-speed data
and their ability to interoperate among each
and the ability to avoid interfering with existand images.
other. The tests would involve MPEG 2syntax
ing analog television broadcast signals.
A demonstration arranged for members of
compliance
of hardware and software compoThe
technology
still
must
be
further
refined
the press included the delivery of an X-ray to
nents and the development of asuite of
to
ensure
compatibility
with
MPEG
2
data
physicians at Stony Brook's cardiology departincreasingly difficult bitstreams to determine
packets and adaptive equalization developed
ment via the ATM link and imaging software
decoder
semantic compliance and perforby GI for its QAM system. A field test of the
developed at Grumman from the Brookhaven
mance.
system
is
scheduled
to
take
place
later
this
Laboratory; aradiology/oncology exam in
Tests would be performed on transport
year in Charlotte, N.C.
which doctors at Brookhaven and Stony Brook
streams at the system layer level using acomThe announcement is the final technological
conducted medical image manipulation and
mon, agreed upon interface in order to test
piece of the puzzle. The Grand Alliance previreal-time conferencing; and agroundwater premultiplexed video, audio and data. Tests
ously announced plans to use MPEG 2-based
diction model in which researchers who track
would be performed after demodulation and
compression
and
packetized
data;
a
variety
of
the movement of pollutants in groundwater
other distribution specific technology. This is
scanning formats to accommodate both comused the ATM link to access the supercomputseen as apossible first step toward testing
puter-friendly progressive scanning and the
er located at Stony Brook.
encoders and decoders end-to-end as well as
traditional
interlace
scanning
preferred
by
In the future, it is anticipated that links to

Cablevision seeks to catch big fish
in its high-speed long Island net

Zenith's technology
chosen for HDTV

CableLabs plans
compression test lab
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THE FOCAL POINT
FOR CONVERGENCE

SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
At Scientific-Atlanta, we're developing some of the most advanced interactive multimedia
communications products in the industry. From MPEG-based digital set-tops to interactive
network systems architectures, Scientific-Atlanta leads new product development efforts for
abroad range of exciting, multimedia delivery services.
As aresult, we offer awide array of broadband communications capabilities addressing
the following areas:
• MPEG Digital Setribp Terminals
• MPEG Digital Video Compression
• Integrated Headends
• MPEG Digital Storage and Retrieval
• Fiber Optics

• Distribution Equipment
•Telecommunications
• Interdiction
• Digital Audio

Call (800) 722-2009 or (404) 903-6306 for more information.

Circle Reader Service No. 5

Scientific
Atlanta

• C OLOR B URSTS
impairment testing.
"Digital compression is akeystone of the
networks of the future and MPEG is the digital
television standard for the next century," said
Dr. Richard Green, CableLabs president and
CEO. "Now that the technical work on MPEG
2is over, (we) must work to assure that software and networks are compatible."
In early February, CableLabs hosted atwoday conference in Dallas for about 140 attendees that featured tutorials on digital technology followed by acase study that examined
business issues as they may impact short-term
operations.
"Our goal has been to foster convergence of
digital compression technology," said Green.
"Convergence provides aclear path to interoperability within the cable industry and beyond
to other distribution platforms."

Time Warner plans
to buy 1M S-A boxes

Meanwhile, Time Warner announced its
intention to purchase up to 1million analog
addressable set-tops from Scientific-Atlanta
over the next three years as it moves to add
addressable capability throughout its systems
nationwide. As part of the agreement, S-A will
provide its new 8600" terminal, which features
on-screen menus, messaging and other
advanced features, including asmart-card
device that can be used to upgrade its functionality.
Terms of the agreement, which includes a
"firm purchase order" for 500,000 units, were
not disclosed. However, observers pegged the
value of the deal at between $120 million and
$140 million, depending on the volume discount that was negotiated.
The deal is easily the largest single order
for analog boxes in recent memory and signals
Time Warner's strategy for increasing the
number of addressable households throughout
its networks.
Meanwhile, Adelphia became the tenth
MS0 to order DigiCable digital set-tops from
General Instrument Corp. Adelphia plans to
purchase 120,000 set-tops, adeal worth a
reported $30 million, according to apress
release issued by GI.
Other MSOs that have already committed to
purchase set-tops from GI include: TCI,
Comcast, Cablevision Industries, Cox Cable,
Newhouse Broadcasting, Sammons
Communications, Century Communications,
TeleCable and Canadian MS0 Shaw
Communications. GI has licensed its digital
compression technology to Zenith and is nego-
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tiating licenses with S-A and Hewlett-Packard,
both of which received set-top orders from
TCI last December.
On the transmission side, Jones
International announced it has selected GI's
DigiCipher system to compress educational
programming over SatCom C-3, transponder
20. By implementing digital transmission,
Jones intends to launch an "education constellation" that links universities, libraries and
other resources from around the world.
Jones Computer Network will launch as a
full-time network on the transponder later this
year, expanding from anightly four-hour service. SatCom C-3 will also be used to launch
two new educational networks devoted to languages and health.

Time Warner delays
Orlando FSN launch

Finding the task of integrating disparate
technologies into asingle network, Time
Warner Cable announced last month that is has
postponed the launch of its highly touted interactive cable system in Orlando, Fla. until later
this year. However, Time Warner officials
insist they'll have the first 4,000 subscribers
hooked up by
the end of
1994.
"We always
knew the
(April) deadline was ambitious," said
Jim Chiddix,
senior VP of
engineering
and technology for the
MSO. "But
both the hardware and software are complex—perhaps more complex than
we realized in January 1993" when the deadline was established.
Chiddix said delays in development of custom integrated circuits for the powerful inhome set-top terminal was the primary reason
for the delay. These ICs perform anumber of
critical functions inside the feature-laden
devices. However, he said the delay shouldn't
be considered afailure. "It (the full service
network) will still happen," he said. "I'm
entirely confident the approach is sound."
Scientific-Atlanta which, as system integrator, has the challenge of integrating Silicon
Graphics' Indigo workstation ICs into its unit,

"Both the

hardware and

software are

perhaps more

complex than we

realized in

January 1993".

also downplayed the delay. Gary Trimm, president of S-A's Subscriber Systems Division,
said: "You have to remember that the Orlando
box is essentially aworkstation. There are alot
of rivers to cross (to integrate all the functions
Time Warner has asked for into the device) and
some haven't been crossed before."

Jottings

The breakup of the TCl/Bell Atlantic merger apparently re-opened the door to amuchrumored TCl/Microsoft relationship that will
now result in the two companies testing interactivity and creating anew programming
channel geared toward personal computers.
The two companies announced last month that
they will work together to test interactivity via
new software developed by Microsoft over
TCI's digital networks in Denver and Seattle.
The new network will be dedicated to PC
users, including magazine format shows and
home shopping ...Ameritech, the regional
Bell company based in Chicago, has created a
joint venture with British Columbia Systems, a
company owned by the British Columbia government in Canada, to bring on-line access to a
variety of vital records to governments in the
U.S. and elsewhere. The venture, called
Ameritech Information Access, hopes to offer
PC-based service later this year ...Pioneer,
General Instrument, Scientific-Atlanta and
Philips all announced that they plan to work
with Oracle to ensure their set-tops will work
with Oracle's new multimedia software.
Wegener Communications and News
Datacom will jointly develop and market
encrypted transmission systems featuring
Wegener's audio and video products and News
Datacom's "smart card" conditional access
system.. .To commemorate its 25th anniversary, the SCTE is sponsoring anationwide
new-member drive during which one sponsoring member will receive afree registration,
lodging and up to $500 in travel expenses to
attend the Cable-Tec Expo in St. Louis in
June. Applications are available by calling
610/363-6888. The winning name will be
drawn May 1... Texas Instruments has
demonstrated adigital prototype of ahigh-definition display system based on proprietary
technology that promises to make high-quality
projection TV systems areality. The progressive scan system projects images up to 12 feet
high in the 1920 x1080 HDTV format ...
Optibase Inc. of Dallas says it is now shipping its real-time MPEG 1encoder, what it
calls the first real-time MPEG encoder for the
PC/AT platform. CIE)
—Compiled by Roger Brown
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T
HE FUTURE IS REAL

The DV6000, 2.4 Gb/s, sixteen channel
system with powerful drop/add/pass
capability

American Lightwave Systems brings
uncompromised digital video
quality to fiber trans-mission. The
DV6000 — is a universal 2.4 Gb/s per
second multichannel system for all
types of video plus telephony.
Sixteen baseband video, RF
scrambled video, multi-level QAM
signals in any combination, plus CD
quality baseband audios and 4.5
MHz BTSC carriers fit into one 19.3
n./490 cm. high shelf. Encoded
video contains no compression
artifacts. Key revenue producing

A

information in vertical blanking
intervals is preserved DS3/DS1

added or passed at each site.
Channel routing software

channels can be transported along

automatically tracks channel
assignments and protects against
routirg conflicts. You can

with every video and audio forma'.
Tne unequalled transparency of the
DV6000 means that signal quality is
preserved throughout the digital
backbone, and AM fiber distribution
systems can be designed more cost
effectively than with other aigital

implement local switching, fiber
redundancy and 1xN channel
backup with standard DV6000
modules Companion DVM550

trans-mission alternat ves.
DV6000 offers unequaled

VSB/AM modulators provide the
ability to create a complete,
compact hec:idend.

channel routing flexbility. Each
DV6000 channel can be dropped,

With DV6000, the future is real.

•

•

•
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Lb AMERICAN LIGhTWAVE SYSTEMS, INC.

999 Research Parkway, Meriden, Cr 06450 (203)630-5770; FAX (203)630-5701
Domestic and International Sales Offices also in Ccrlifomia, Colorado, Connecticut Georgia, ildnois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Texas, Virginia,
Belgium, Canada, Japan, Korea, Singapore, United Kingdom, Venezuela.
Circle Reade Service No. 6
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t's not by accident that Russ Skinner, the 20-year
cable hand renowned for his trademark brown Stetson
with the rattlesnake band, is riding adifferent herd
these days. As director of video engineering for US West in Boulder, Colo.,
Skinner is unarguably on "the other
side of the fence." But, he's there by
design: he wants to be apioneer in the
new frontier of telecommunications.
"I want to be amentor, ateacher and
achampion of the convergence of companies and industries," Skinner
explains. "That's what turns me on:
being part of the change."
If that kind of change is what
Skinner's after, he's likely to be in a
lather for some time. At US West,
Skinner is in charge of designing and
implementing the company's broadband trial in Omaha, Neb.; after that,
he'll likely continue doing the same in
other US West broadband projects.
But, being apioneer isn't always
easy, and Skinner is the first to admit
it. After all, the very term—pioneer—is
an earned moniker, usually describing
someone who has toiled during sometimes blinding and almost always less
than fortunate conditions. A pioneer
enters aproject with limited information, and creates something worthwhile.
That's exactly what Skinner aims to
do for US West. It ain't gonna be easy,
he says. A pervasive "us versus them" cable/telco mentality, uncertain technical standards, and limited knowledge of how customers will react to the telecommunications renaissance may fetter asmooth transition into
the digital age.
"The 'us versus them' thing is not good. It doesn't
accomplish anything," says Skinner. His elixir for the
malady is an intensive "cross-pollination" of people
from both industries. "We all need to work more closely together. We need more telephone people on the
cable side, and vice versa," theorizes Skinner. "We
have to jointly realize we'll never have acritical mass
business if everybody's building something with adifferent plug on it, or aproprietary operating system."

Skinner:
Pioneering
telecom
change

By Leslie Ellis

Cable cowboy

Skinner, an admitted cowboy who likes to ride horses through the Rockies with his wife, Mickey, is by
birth aMidwesterner from Columbus, Ohio. It was
there he started in cable, in 1973, with ATC (now
Time Warner Cable) as atechnician and worked his
way up to acorporate-level engineering position for
the company, in 1980. He relocated to Denver and handled new construction engineering during that feverish
franchising period. "It was in the days when we
promised them everything and did it in 90 days,"
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Skinner recalls.
In the mid-1980s, when the franchise commitments
had been satisfied, Skinner turned to product development issues for the MSO, starting the laboratory which
is now Time Warner Cable's R&D lifeline.
A few years later, United Artists offered Skinner an
opportunity to get back into the thick of system design
and engineering in its Montvale, N.J. system. The location didn't exactly suit him—"they looked at me like I
was nuts when Iwalked in with my cowboy hat," he
recalls—but the job did. Skinner was director of engineering for 14 United Artists systems, serving 1million subscribers, when TCI stepped in and bought UA.
"They took all the systems and almost none of the
(corporate level) people," Skinner laments.
That was in 1990. Consulting work kept him busy
following his severance from UA, but it wasn't enough
for Skinner. So, in August of 1992, Skinner hired on
with US West, eagerly anticipating achance to put his
broadband background to good use.
It hasn't been an easy adjustment. Skinner, accustomed to the entrepreneurial and growth-oriented pace
of the cable industry, is often frustrated by the regulations which harness the telephone company.
"It's completely different. There are so many rules
here about the way we have to do business, which can
really be aburden. We lose competitive advantage
from the get-go because of (FCC) 214 filings," Skinner
explains.

Aprodigious question
"If Ihad to pinpoint what the biggest convergence
challenge is, it would be this: how do we get to the
right magic? How do we handle standards, and consumer electronics compatibility, and make services
easy enough for subscribers to use, so that they see our
services as areal value?" asks Skinner.
There is no easy answer to that question, Skinner
says, and "that's the problem. There's no single technological, architectural, regulatory or customer answer.
We're all groping on how to get there."
One place Skinner does know how to get to is
Omaha, Neb. Because of the trial, he spends alot of
time traveling there, with wife Mickey by his side as
often as possible. Skinner laughs that because of their
preference to share his industry connections, "she has
more friends than Ido." The two have adaughter, age
28, and two sons, ages 19 and 16.
But in aperfect world, the Skinners would be taking
in the Colorado wilderness on horseback. "There's
something to be said about observing nature on horseback," says Skinner. "You can move into aherd of
deer, and they think you're just another animal. Go
anywhere near the same herd on foot, and they'd be
long gone."
And who knows—perhaps 10 or so years from now,
Skinner can ride off into aColorado sunset with the
certain knowledge he desires: that he's pioneered adifference in telecommunications. CUD
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Uninterruptible Power for
Converging Technologies
•Uninterruptible Output Power

Provides reliable powering in the 3to 15 Amp range

•Fully Modular Design

Allows easy service and upgrades

Alpha introduced uninterruptible power to cable in 1986.

•Temp-Compensated Battery Charging
For maximum battery life and pelformance

The XP Series has since become Alpha's premier
CabIeUPSTM power supply and the world standard in
uninterruptible power for cable distribution. The reason
for the XP's popularity is simple. It delivers clean,
reliable, uninterruptible power that keeps your system

•Plug-in Logic Upgrades

Provide both parallel &serial status monitoring

Alpha's Proven Reliability

With tens of thousands in use throughout the world

operational and your customers happy.

For more information on the Alpha XP Series, call:

1-800-421-8089

With sales and service offices throughord the world
United States
Alpha Technologies
37E7 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98226
Tel: (206) 647-2360
Fax: (206) 671-4936

Canada
Alpha Technologies
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nFebruary 22, the FCC decided that its earlier
efforts to put money back in cable customer pockets
had not resulted in enough people getting arate reduction. It therefore decided that afurther
rate rollback of seven percent was
needed. This, added to the already
established 10 percent rollback, is
expected to produce a$3 billion savings for cable customers.
The news of this action may have
been amajor element in the decision by
TCI and Bell Atlantic to dissolve their
planned merger.
While many people may not have
been happy about the planned joining
of these two companies, we must all
recognize that the telephone and cable
television industries have more similarities than differences these days.
On the technical side, the architectural changes undergone by the telephone industry over the last decade
have an impact on their operational
capability, similar to the impact that the
adoption of the fiber-based changes in
our system layouts are having on our
ability to deliver new services.

How to
avoid
thinking
"it's ajob"

Working for atelco

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA

The question that is most interesting
to me, however, is this: if we all end up
in asort of cable/telephone business,
then what will it be like to work with.
and in some cases, for, aperson who was raised and
trained in the telephone world?
Idon't know if I'm the right person to ask, seeing as
how more than half of my working life has been spent
in the telephone business (seven years at AT&T followed by eight years at MCI). While that career history
may have had positive implications on the "me" you
know now, it also may have scarred me in ways that
only ashrink will be able to understand someday in the
future. (Although, the way my current job in the cable
business goes, Imay need one sooner rather than later!)
The major area of difference between the two industries may surprise you. It's unions, and the way aunion
shop could affect the way you work. Most of the people working in the non-management, telephony jobs
are members of one or more unions. For most of them,
there was likely little or no choice in the matter. Based
on my experiences, it's my guess that most of them
were simply instructed that, since everyone else is a
member, it would be best if they join as well.

"You have no choice, boy"

In my own case, for instance, Iwas told that Ihad to
pay union dues—whether or not Ibelieved in or wanted
to join the union. Needless to say, that at the tender age
of 20 and on my first full-time job, Ifelt there was lit-
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tle choice.
Life under union rules is distinctly different than
what most cable people are accustomed to. Ican clearly remember those distinctions. While assigned to
work on atransmission test board, for example, one
was simply not allowed to do any work or activity that
was in another's area. Even if no one was available in
the other area to take care of asimple repair or needed
measurement, the task could not be performed—not
even if acustomer was left high and dry without service for alonger than necessary period of time.
As bad as this sounds, we became accustomed to it.
If this situation occurred, which it often did, we simply
told the customer that we would call them when the
needed repairs were completed.
Compare this way of working with typical, daily situations encountered by cable's technicians. The issue
for cable's technical foundation is more likely to be
one of not enough time, tools or training for aparticular job, and not rules preventing job-crossover.
If Ilearned anything about the differences between
cable and telephony in my days with the old Bell
System and MCI, it was that I'm the type of person
who is much happier being allowed to do what Ican
for the customer, no matter what segment of the plant
held the trouble, nor whether Ineeded more time or
resources. The times that my colleagues and Ihad to
make customers wait for repairs because of union rules
was not only frustrating, but largely depressing.

Telco training abounds
In case an une leading this wonders whether or not
Iny fellow test board co-workers were competent to perform the measurements or repairs needed, let me just
say this: YES. One thing workers received in abundance within the old Bell system was achance to go to
school. If you wanted to, and your supervisor agreed,
you could get alot of training, and meet alot of interesting people. But, being trained and tested in different
areas gave you no right to adjust and measure there, if
that was not your assignment for the day. Go figure.
So, if there are more cable/telco joinings to behold,
we will all have to decide if the management style and
union work rules are things we can learn to live with,
or if our method of doing things is agreeable to people
from the telephone side.
One thing Imay have failed to mention is that the
inability to do everything to satisfy acustomer was not
universally disliked. In fact, that one single factor led
me, after seven years at AT&T, to take achance with
then start-up company MCI. Too many of the people I
shared ashift with were starting to actually believe that
work rules were the reason they were employed, and
not service to customers.
Ihope that those of you in the cable TV industry who
have worked so hard to make this business what it
is—even when less than completely trained and short on
the resources you need—never get to the point where you
forget why we are here...to satisfy customers.
CIED
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MRS. DOUBTFIRE

Demand the reliability your network needs to deliver transactionoriented services. Movies-on-demand and other interactive digital services will put heavy demands on your network in the next few years.
Preparing for the future calls for ANTEC's Gateway'Optical Receiver with

The ANTEC Gateway Optical Receiver provides
the redundancy and return patb for the reliability
necessary to deliver interactive services like
nuwies-on-demand. telephony and video gantes.

the flexibility to handle the requirements of a growing broadband network.
The Gateway Optical Receiver features multiple RF output options, return path
capabilities and the ability to handle analog and digital signals. Its redundant
componentry insures the network reliability you will need to deliver interactive services like movies-on-demand, telephony and video games.
Our network know-how answers your demand for products and technology integration that anticipate your needs. So when your customers ask for
movies-on-demand, you've got their ticket.

Demand only the most reliable,

call 1-800 TO ANTEC.

ANTEC
Nis

Iggs ANTEC Corporation. Gateway is a service mark of »STEC. All other
trademarks and copyrighted works are the prcgerly of 'lei- respective owners.
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few months ago Jones announced amajor telephony trial, in partnership with MCI and ScientificAtlanta, that would take place in acouple of our systems beginning in 1994. The trial has
been both rewarding and invaluable,
because of our in-depth preparation and
experience providing switched residential and commercial telephony in the
UK.
Combine with that the knowledge
we've gained in our experience provisioning for Internet access, and
LAN/WAN interconnectivity in several
of our systems, and it's clear to see that
we'll need to examine practically every
aspect of our business to ensure that the
products and services we provide have
both the quality and reliability that is
expected.
Telephony and data communications
services, because they are considered
"life-line" services, will dictate acrossthe-board changes in the way we run
our businesses.
Let's face it, it's ahigh-speed digital
world out there, and most of our technical associates are simply not familiar
with the test equipment or the methodology for dealing with such signals.
This is true both at the RF level, with
new modulation techniques such as
QPSK, QPR, QAM, or multi-level
VSB, and at the bit-level in dealing with amultitude of
protocol "standards." Forward and reverse plant "commissioning" by our technicians for these types of signals will be somewhat different than the current
requirements for today's AM-VSB video services.
Installers may often be asked to not only hook up
cable TV service, but to install anew telephone line,
and while they are at it to "hook up my computer (or
LAN) for high-speed access to Internet."
Not only must these services be installed efficiently,
but they must be extensively tested before bringing the
customer "on-line" as apaying customer.

Cable
telephony:
operational
considerations

By Chris Bowick, Group
Vice President/ Technology,
Jones Intercable

Non-invasive PM akey
Our procedures and processes, or the way we conduct business on adaily basis, will also change. This
will be especially true in the preventive maintenance
and service departments. "Non-invasive" preventive
maintenance and service/troubleshooting techniques
will be crucial to the success of these new services.
Such techniques allow routine preventive maintenance
as well as troubleshooting without disruption of service. While agood many operators in the industry have
been working to perfect such techniques for agreat
many years through end-of-line and headend monitoring, for example, there is no doubt that as awhole, the
industry could stand some improvement in these prac-
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tices. While it will certainly be necessary to "bringdown" the network on occasion for certain purposes,
the time of day (night) and the manner in which we do
it, as well as the length of down time, might spell the
difference between success and failure for us.
Trouble handling and escalation procedures will also
be key. Immediate response to service interruptions
will be necessary with technical and operations staff
on-duty (as opposed to on-call) 24 hours aday, seven
days aweek. In these businesses, aservice interruption
to asingle circuit or customer would be considered an
"outage," and must be responded to with the same
enthusiasm and vigor to correct the problem as we
would respond to amajor portion of the network being
down. But what happens if we can't find the problem
within the confines of our own network? Do we simply
go about our business after telling the customer "Sorry,
but it's aproblem at the programmer's uplink facility
and there is nothing we can do about it!"?
I'm sorry, but that line simply won't cut it when
dealing with life-line services. Very specific procedures must be in place on the local level to escalate the
problem to someone who can find it and resolve it in a
very expeditious fashion. After all, when we are dealing with voice and data services, anetwork problem
could reside practically anywhere in the world, including with such entities as the interexchange carrier, the
local exchange carrier, another regional service
provider, or the customer's own on-premises equipment or network.

Ongoing associate training essential
I'trough ongoing training for our associates and
through modification to our provisioning and troubleshooting/maintenance processes, our perceived plant
reliability, and therefore the quality of our customer
contact, will improve dramatically. Our focus must
then turn to the ongoing Operational Support Services
(OSS) process that will be critical in atransaction-oriented telecommunications environment. This would
include an infrastructure and process that would have
the capability of such things as real-time transactional
billing, and real-time theft-of-service analysis, realtime traffic analysis (how close are we to capacity and
what should we do about it?), and real-time monitoring
of both network and service quality.
In such ashort column, Ihave been able to touch
upon only afew of the hundreds of operational issues
that must be considered as we forge ahead as telephony
and data service providers. As you can see, provisioning for such services is not necessarily a"plug-andplay" operation.
As an industry, everything we do, and every process
that we have in place today, will need to be evaluated
and perhaps re-engineered for us to be successful. It
will take significant time and resources to accomplish
the task, but if we're successful (and Ithink we will
be) the returns could be immense. I, for one, am looking forward to the challenge. CED
A PRIL 1994
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Digital compression and
the new video landscape:
The opportunities are endless.

Jerrold's DigiCable' is forever changing the
future of cable with more services and better quality
Dramatically increasing channel capacity
DigiCable paves the way for Cable-On-Demand'
expanded pay-per-view, multimedia, and opens the
evolutionary path to HDTV
Since signals are digital, video and audio
quality will be the same as the original. Digitally
compressed signals flow from programmers'
satellite uplinks,
,,,
.....
....".•:-';': , seamlessly through
the headend, to
subscribers. Key is the DigiSat" IR]) (pictured)
which receives digital satellite signals and outputs
in analog or digital.
While DigiCable will revolutionize video, audio
and data services, we're committed to making our
new products compatible with today's systems.
Jerrold is serving your future with superior
digital products, technologies, and services
designed to maximize the rewards of your
compressed digital system. Want more? Call
1800 523-6678 (in the U.S.), 215-674-4800
(outside the U.S.), or
fax 215-956-6497.
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C APITAL C URRENTS

Alc private communications really private? Congress

has enacted legislation to try to assure privacy. More
legislation is pending. Some parts of the Government
are trying to protect privacy, while others are trying to invade it. In practice a
telephone subscriber has little privacy.
And it may be getting worse.
Today, one set of privacy requirements applies to traditional cable operators. Other rules apply to telephone
companies, and little or no restrictions
apply to other firms that provide information services or private electronic
mail services. It's illegal to listen to
cellular phone calls, but it's easy to do
and the prohibition is seldom enforced;
on the other hand, it's perfectly legal to
listen to cordless phone calls.
The 1984 Cable Act prohibits cable
operators from monitoring the viewing
habits of cable subscribers, or from collecting personally identifiable information about their subscribers, without
subscriber consent. Cable operators
may sell their mailing lists to third parties only if they have given their subscribers an opportunity to limit such
disclosure, and if the disclosure does
not reveal the viewing habits or other
transactions of the subscriber.
Telephone companies have no such
restrictions. The 1986 Electronic
Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)
prohibits eavesdropping on electronic mail, radio communications, data transmissions and telephone calls
without consent, but it imposes no restrictions on the
internal use by providers of an "electronic communication service" (e.g., telephone companies) of transactional records. Telephone companies are free to make
any use of the identity of the parties to the communication or the fact of the communication.
Indeed, telephone companies are expressly permitted to disclose transaction information about asubscriber to any person, for any purpose, without notice
or subscriber consent.

What
is
privacy
anyway?

By Jeffrey Krauss,
atow truck driver on the
information superhighway
and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy of
Rockville, Md.

Automatic Number Identification
Firms that subscribe to 800-number and 900-number
telephone services get monthly listings of every telephone number that called them, and can get real-time
Automatic Number Identification (ANI) of the calling
number. ANI is like asuper version of Caller ID. ANI
is used for billing and routing, account management
and security purposes. For instance, cable TV systems
can retrieve the account information of apay-per-view
customer as soon as the call is received.
The only state that regulates the use or sale of ANI
data is New York. ANI information associated with an
intrastate service in New York cannot be used to estab-
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lish marketing lists or to conduct marketing calls.
Firms may not resell or disclose ANI information to
third parties unless there is prior written consent from
the subscriber.
Wireline telephone calls have been protected from
eavesdropping and wiretapping for years. The 1986
ECPA extended that protection to cellular calls, due to
the lobbying of the cellular industry trade association.
But cellular calls are not encrypted, and widely available scanning radios ("scanners") can receive these
calls. Moreover, some cellular telephones can be put
into "test mode" and configured to act as scanners.
Meanwhile, cordless phones, which probably outnumber cellular phones by afactor of 10 or more, are
not protected by law. The same scanners can be tuned
to the cordless phone frequencies, where listening is
perfectly legal.
Telephone service offered by cable systems will
have some of the characteristics of cellular service,
since customers will have to share the cable's wideband capacity with other customers. With the right
equipment, acable telephone customer will have
access to all of his neighbors' phone calls. Those
neighbors that today use cordless phones won't know
about this shortcoming, or won't care. Others will, particularly if the news media plays it up, or if Congress
requires full disclosure. This could be amajor marketing challenge for cable systems.

Electronic mail
While commercial e-mail vendors fall under the
1986 ECPA, private in-house e-mail is not protected.
Employers can and do sniff around through employees'
messages. As aresult, there are numerous lawsuits
pending, some because an employer found messages
from an employee disclosing company secrets to a
competitor. If you want to cheat on your employer,
first look for the e-mail equivalent of apayphone.
While some branches of Government want to protect your privacy, others have the job of invading it. At
present, there are restrictions against using certain
kinds of encryption for international communications,
but no restrictions for domestic communications. So
you can encrypt your telephone calls, using suitable
equipment, if you want to foil eavesdropping. But elements of the Clinton Administration are pushing for
adoption of the "Clipper chip" technology, an encryption system that would allow Government agencies to
eavesdrop on your encrypted calls. Government contractors would be required to use this technology.
You can expect to see continuing attempts in the
next few years to harmonize the inconsistent privacy
regulations. And customer privacy probably will be
improved, at least with respect to billing records and
data bases. But new technology and lack of enforcement enthusiasm will make it difficult to protect communications against unauthorized interception.
Meanwhile, you might as well assume that they really
are listening! CED
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Lectro Power Supply Products
are Designed to Meet the Needs
of the Cable Industry.
The Power of Lectro -Lectro offers awide range of
power supply products created to meet the demanding
requirements of cable installations. These products are the
most dependable you can buy and are backed by people
committed to quality and service.
The Power of Service -Our exceptional staff stands
behind every Lectro product. Dedicated service engineers
help customers assess system needs and determine the
source of problems if they occur. Customer service
representatives provide all of the latest product information
and help determine the best Lectro product for each
customer application. Repairs are done right at the factory
where each repaired unit is automatically upgraded to meet
the latest engineering specifications.
Circle Reader Service No. 10
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If you're looking for atechnological
leader who is committed to providing
quality and service to the cable
industry.., look to Lectro.

Lectro
Power Protection for the Real World
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New engineering
title: Technology
futurist.
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lready, before asingle tollbooth has been constructed on the information superhighway, before
another communications company has merged, converged or submerged, and before the 500-channel universe has been fully explored or even explained, significant change has occurred along the cable television
technology landscape.
As aresult, today's cable television engineering
manager has
inherited anew,
American Cabled Optical Fiber
unofficial job
title: that of the
technology futurist.
These
enhanced responsibilities come at
atime of unprecedented change in
U.S. telecommunications history.
With change
comes challenge,
posing aseries of
profound questions for every

By Kathy S. Rauch, Cable
TV Market Manager and
Douglas E. Wolfe, Senior
Applications Engineer,
Corning Inc.

cable television engineer. These questions include:
V What network configuration will best serve our subscribers?
V How can large and smaller cable operators maximize
capital investments in their infrastructures?
V What can Ido now to ensure my competitiveness in
the future?
V What new services are agood fit with my company's business strategy?
In responding to these questions, today's cable TV
engineer is tasked with no less than designing the
future of the cable TV industry. Optical fiber deployment has been akey component of the cable TV industry's network modernization strategy for several years,
providing the means to reduce operating expenses and
deliver reliable, enhanced signal quality to subscribers.
Indeed, the operational benefits of fiber has made cable
TV the fastest-growing fiber market segment in North
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America.
Cable TV now represents between 15 percent and 20
percent of the North American fiber market, up from
just five percent in 1991 (see Figure 1). That position
was achieved in large part by adoubling of fiber
growth in 1992, and anear repeat performance again in
1993. Although estimates are difficult to calculate, it's
safe to say that more than 10 million subscribers now
receive their cable TV services through anetwork that
includes optical fiber.

Fiber: How far is enough?

lost new cormruction or rebuilds of cable TV systems today rely routinely on afiber-rich/coaxial hybrid
architecture. This type of architecture has evolved from
the all-coaxial networks deployed over the last 30 years
to fiber-rich trunks and feeders that provide cable TV
operators with the immediate benefits of improved signal quality and reliability, as well as reduced operating
and maintenance care.
Cable TV operators quickly realized the operational
benefits of combining fiber trunks with their highbandwidth coaxial delivery systems, and node sizes
were driven in large part by performance requirements
(i.e., reducing amplifiers) and the cost of optical video
transmitters. As commercial prices for optical video
transmitters have come down, fiber has continued to
provide cost-effective for smaller and smaller subscriber serving areas. But another consideration is driving node sizes down from the 2,500 to 5,000 ranges to
the 500 homes-per-node range (see Figure 2), and
that's an allowance for the ultimate in flexible bandwidth capability. Cable TV engineering managers are,
once again, rethinking the rules within the context of
their "technology futurist" roles. Many are planning
750 MHz upgrades of their coaxial networks with
fiber-rich architectures, brining an average of four to
six fibers to optical receiver nodes serving approximately 500 homes.
This fiber-to-the-serving-area approach creates an
excellent optical platform for cost-effective and highperformance delivery of enhanced video services, such
as NVOD, but also offers cable TV operators basic
functionality to provide ahost of other residential and
business services.
In addition to taking an aggressive approach to fiber
deployment, cable TV operators planning for future
services must take ahard look at reliability requirements. Although upgrading an existing coaxial cable
TV system with fiber substantially improves reliability
for delivering video by reducing the number of coaxial
amplifiers in cascade, additional planning may be
required to provide the type of reliability necessary.
Future business and interactive users of the network
will likely purchase services on the assumption that the
cable TV delivery system can provide network reliability rates approaching that of other service providers,
generally in the 99.998 percent range or even higher.
And while the practice of building fiber to smaller
and smaller node sizes reduces the number of sub-
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There's anew star on the horizon of broadband multimedia networking. And it's on the
rise in the cable industry right now. We're Northern Telecom, and we're ready to help you launch
into the new universe of cable networking.
We're known as the people who pioneered digital communications, designing and building switching equipment for customer networks in over 80 countries worldwide. And now, we're
assisting multimedia pioneers in the establishment of broadband systems with ahost of products
to give them acompetitive edge. Including SONET solutions, broadband multimedia switches
(ATM), products for video, voice, PCS and data services, fiber management and back-office systems.
So catch all you can from astar that's rising fast. Call 1-800-NORTHERN, ext. 400,
today to receive more information and abrochure on the new universe of cable networking.
net northern
telecom

A WHOLE NEW UNIVERSE OF CABLE NETWORKING.
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Telcos
rush
headlong
nt
o
video
RBOC plans to

deploy video'
detailed

By Roger Brown
and Leslie Ellis
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T

he seven Regional Bell
Operating Companies
(RBOCs)—including Ameritech,
Bell Atlantic, Bell South, NYNEX,
Pacific Bell, Southwestern Bell and
US West— and independent telco
GTE, are making significant strides
to enter the broadband video market, eager to capture
revenue that they're losing in their traditional core
businesses.
Some are more active than others, namely Bell
Atlantic, GTE and NYNEX. All, however, have aplan.
And, literally from coast to coast, the regional Bells are
partnering and experimenting their way into fiber-tothe-curb and similar digital, switched video delivery.
This article provides asnapshot of each company's
stated objectives and provides some technical detail of
the trials that are already underway or slated for 1994
implementation.
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hicago-based Ameritech may have been one of the
last RBOCs to announce its grand video dialtone strategy, but when it did, it went all out. A few weeks ago,
Ameritech formally filed plans with the Federal
Communications Commission that detailed its strategy
for building digital video networks that will serve more
than 1.2 million customers in 134 communities located
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in and around major cities in Illinois, Indiana.
Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin.
Specifically, Ameritech said it will spend about $400
million to build networks in Chicago, Cleveland.
Columbus, Detroit, Indianapolis and Milwaukee. This is
considered to be the RBOC's first step in a15-year,
$4.4 billion project that will add video services to its
network via a750 MHz overlay network of fiber and
coaxial cable that will serve amaximum of 500-home
nodes. This is in addition to the $29 billion the company plans to spend for other network upgrades over the
same 15-year period.

In Chicago, Ameritech plans to serve 500,000 homes
at acost of more than $158 million for the video overlay, for aper-home-passed cost of about $316. In
Cleveland and Columbus combined, the company will
pass 260,000 homes and spend $83 million ($318 per
home passed); in Detroit, it will pass 232,000 homes
and spend $55 million ($237 per home passed); in
Milwaukee, 146,000 homes for about $53 million ($362
per home); and in Indianapolis, 115,000 homes at acost
of almost $50 million ($422 per home).
Construction of the video overlay is expected to
commence shortly after the FCC approves the request,
which will take at least several months, unless the
Commission works to clear the requests faster.
Ameritech plans to pass about 1million additional customers each year through 1999, ultimately serving
about 6million homes and businesses by the end of the
decade.
Ameritech's upgrade to video capability builds on
the company's Project Looking Glass initiative, an
agressive, $1 billion fiber deployment effort launched in
1992 that resulted in atripling of the amount of fiber
deployed in its outside plant. According to Ameritech,
the initiative put afiber optic connection within two
miles of 60 percent of the company's 12 million customers, anumber which is expected to grow to 95 percent by the end of 1995.
An Ameritech spokesman said technical details of
how the video network will be built are still forthcoming, but the company expects to "deploy amix of
broadband switches, video servers, fiber and coaxial
cables in its digital video network to deliver switched
broadband and video dial tone services from multiple
providers, including itself," according to apress release
issued by the RBOC.
According to the five Section 214 filings it made to
the FCC requesting permission to build, Ameritech said
the platform will have atotal of 390 analog and digital
channels that will be made available on afirst-come,
first served basis to content providers. Seventy of those
channels will be analog and 240 will be compressed
digital, with the remainder being switched digital channels.
The 70 analog channels will deliver traditional cableTV programming, which is considered "critical" by
Ameritech to help pay for the deployment of the digital
network. The need for set-top boxes will be dependent
upon what type of programming the viewer intends to
consume.
Although residential entertainment services are seen
as drivers for the new digital video network, Ameritech
plans to push the capability toward business users as
well. The RBOC has completed alengthy test of serverdelivered multimedia services in the Chicago area to
employees of Ameritech and Andersen Consulting. The
service allowed users to access video information
remotely for field training and other uses. A current
trial has 150 Michigan grade school children accessing
multimedia educational material.
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"The
interactive
multimedia
services we'll
provide
know no
boundaries."
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Later this year, Ameritech
plans to begin deploying
Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM) switches built by AT&T
Network Systems in the business
market as aprecursor to wider deployment for
video services to residents. According to a
story that appeared in MultiChannel News last
December, Ameritech is planning to deploy
SMDS (switched multi-megabit digital service) and frame relay technology in 14 cities
to serve the local low-speed datacom market
while preparing for higher speed communication links that are expected to become much
more popular.
Ameritech expects to deploy ATM and have
it serve as the core Tandem routing mechanism after the datacom market matures to the
point where it demands faster speeds and cell
relay technology. In addition, the RBOC envisions aday when all services are delivered via
ATM, including video.
From the top, Ameritech intends to aggressively pursue legislation that would allow it
access to markets which are now off-limits. In
addition to video, that includes long distance
service, which generated $6.5 billion in its

serving area in 1992.
"The interactive, multimedia services we'll
provide know no boundaries, just as the
world's economy and the electronic highway
know no boundaries," said William Weiss,
Ameritech chairman, and Richard Notebaert,
president and CEO, in the company's annual
report. "There are many important
services—such as information gateways for
smaller cities and less populated areas, and
broadband distance learning applications for
schools in certain areas—that we need to bring
to the marketplace."

©Bell Atlantic
B

yvirtue of its planned merger with TeleCommunications Inc., Bell Atlantic was considered perhaps the leader in the broadband
video marketplace, with chairman and CEO
Ray Smith touting the need for interactive
video services and interoperability across various platforms.
Now that the TCI deal is dead, what does
anyone really know about BA's video migra-
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tion strategy? Not much. "We're still exploring Plan B," said BA spokesman Larry Plumb.
However, the company continues to test different approaches to delivering video—it
already has three fiber tests, atest of ADSL
and awireless test through CellularVision. On
Dec. 1last year, the company issued arequest
for quotations for aswiitched, fiber-based,
integrated voice and video system that could
be deployed quickly with aminimum investment. According to Plumb, adecision on that
RFQ is "imminent" and details will be made
available at that time.
Rapid deployment has been akey provision
in BA's plan to roll out video dialtone. During
apress conference at the Western Show last
December, Smith said avideo on demand trial
would commence this month in northern
Virginia with service being offered to 2,000
homes initially. By the end of the year, Smith
said 250,000 homes would be passed; and 1.5
million homes would have video available
over the BA network by the end of 1995. After
that, Smith says BA will continue the pace of
deployment at 1.5 million households per year,
resulting in 9million homes serviced by 2000,
all at acost of about $15 billion.
According to Smith, this trial will deploy
fiber to neighborhood nodes serving no more
than 24 homes and bring video to each home
via coaxial cable. Voice services would be
brought to the home via twisted pair until it
could all be integrated over the same wire.
While most industry players go around
looking for the "killer app" that will pay for
this infrastructure upgrade, Smith sees five
immediate applications, including: video on
demand; transactional services; games; gaming; and advertising.
Of course, BA will be gaining significant
experience in the video industry via subsidiary
company New Jersey Bell, which last year
announced an agreement with Sammons where
the Bell company would build avideo network
developed by BroadBand Technologies and
provide Sammons with video signals. The digital network is being built to serve nearly
12,000 phone customers and about 8,000 cable
subscribers in Morris County N.J.
In addition, N.J. Bell is installing BBT
fiber-to-the-curb technology to 38,000 homes
in Dover Township, N.J. to provide video to
Future Vision, which will package the programming and offer custom packages to different neighborhoods.
The New Jersey legislature allowed these
projects to go forward as part of its aggressive
push to have the state enjoy state-of-the-art
communications systems. The Bell company
has been given permission to spend $1.5 bil-
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ell South recognized the future customer
demand for interactive, residential services "a
long time ago," says Karen Roughton, national
media relations manager for the RBOC. Its
first residential video trials, in fact, were conducted in 1986. Hunter's Creek, Fla. served as
the proving ground for the first video trial over
fiber to 250 homes; the company's Heathrow
trial began ayear later and combined voice,
video and data through aprototype video
switch which carried digital, optical signals at
aspeed of 107 Mbps, also to 250 homes.
Both trials provided the RBOC with needed
primary market research to begin developing
its broadband deployment strategy, says
Roughton. In 1988, Bell South and Northern
Telecom jointly conducted additional market
research, using aprototype device to simulate
"new, high-tech broadband services,"
Roughton explains. "This research was the
first of its kind, we think, and gave us the
additional information supporting demand for
these kinds of services."
Bell South believes future broadband services will continue to be acombination of
switched voice, video and data services,
Roughton says, and will largely focus its
efforts on the evolving multimedia market.
Access speeds for these services will vary
from 64 kbps "up into the gigabit range,"
explains Roughton. The key, she explains, is
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) switching,
which provides aflexible enough platform to
accommodate any of the services.
Bell South, in fact, will adopt ATM as its
network backbone, and in mid-1993 purchased

eight ATM switches from Fujitsu. It will
deploy ATM switching as an overlay on its
existing narrowband network to "complement
the company's existing voice switching systems," says Roughton. In the near-term, ATM
will be the platform to deliver existing and
future broadband services.
The installation of fiber optic cable is
another important element of Bell South's
broadband migration; the company already has

over 1million miles of installed fiber and is
installing the fiber at arate of 106 miles per
hour, says Roughton.
In May of last year, Bell South announced
the construction of the "North Carolina
Information Highway," astatewide fiber optic,
ATM, SONET-based network. Also, Bell
South has announced its intention to expand its
interactive media expertise through three
recent announcements:
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lion to replace existing copper with fiber plant.
N.J. Bell's stated goal is to deploy astatewide
broadband network by 2010.
Last summer, BA announced that it signed a
contract with BBT to purchase and deploy a
large volume of the vendor's Fiber Loop
Access (FLX) switching and transmission
gear. The equipment will serve up to 100,000
Bell Atlantic homes.
Finally, BA is also testing video over copper with ADSL technology and wireless delivery of video as well. "The operative word is
flexibility," Plumb said. "We're testing several
approaches to determine which one gives us
the most flexibility."
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nel capacity of 64 kbps," isn't
the technology of choice for
GTE. Rather, it's more of an
"interim stage," says Jones. "It's
done over traditional twisted
pair, but we've realized that we get better
quality and more bandwidth over fiber optics."
Why the breadth of tests on GTE's behalf?
"Because we've stated publicly that GTE will
be aplayer in the delivery of voice, video and

data," says Jones."Part of it is to evaluate the
opportunities outside of franchises, as some of
the other regional Bells are doing."
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million telephone customers in New York and
New England and 19 cable/telephone franchises scattered through the United Kingdom, is
striding boldly into broadband territory.
According to Bill Morris, director of the company's broadband deployment corporate planning, the RBOC this month will begin construction on a750 MHz, fiber-to-the-curb
broadband network in Warwick, R.I., which
Morris calls a"rollout, not atrial." Another
broadband trial is underway in Manhattan and
aPortland, Maine trial is "on the drawing
board."
The Warwick rollout will hit some 150,000
subscribers in that area by next June, says
Morris, and will use an FTC design with a
hybrid fiber/coax overlay for video signal carriage. "That's not our long-term vision,"
Morris explains, "but we wanted to do something, and (an overlay) is all that's available
now." NYNEX will change architectures
around the middle of next year, when integrated fiber/coax systems are anticipated to be
available to deliver ATM cells over afully
integrated network.
In Warwick, optical nodes will service 300
to 400 customers with 80 analog and "120
plus" digital channels, Morris says, although
he's considering reducing the number of analog channels to reduce expense.
"We'd like to go with asingle, coaxial line
(into the home)," explains Morris. "If an architecture comes out with asubscriber network
unit on the side of the house, which we could
feed with coaxial and split out with coax and
twisted pair, we'll do that." Morris says he
could also live with apole-mounted optical
network unit which sends asiamesed coaxial
cable/twisted pair cable into the home.
NYNEX has selected Raynet Corp. to provide the network components; Fujitsu Corp.
will provide the ATM switches, Digital
Equipment Corp. will provide digital video
servers and, on the receive end in Warwick
homes, Zenith Electronics set-tops will be
used. "We just hope they all talk to each
other," Morris says.
NYNEX is still waiting for FCC 214 permission for the Warwick deployment, says
Morris. "If we get that, we hope that it will go
up working, stay working and become arevenue producer."
In Manhattan, NYNEX is already "well
underway" on its "Liberty Trial," implemented
primarily to exhibit the company's desire to
become active in broadband. The trial provides
voice and video services to three high-rise
apartment buildings. Morris says it's highly
unlikely the trial will be repeated elsewhere,
because "it's simply too far advanced for its
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time."
"We'll never repeat this,"
Morris says, explaining that the
Manhattan network is "pieced
together, like when you build a
car by hand, and you first put the fender on,
then all the pieces go in hand by hand."
NYNEX received FCC 214 permission to conduct the trial through next January.
NYNEX is also poised to launch headlong
into an overbuild of Time Warner's Portland,
Maine cable system, pending the results of a
First Amendment filing there "similar to what
Bell Atlantic and Ameritech have done," says
Morris, to win permission for video programming distribution within franchise boundaries.
"We chose Portland because of aperception
that the courts there are more speedy," Morris
explains.
"Having done that, we need to be prepared
to provide service there, should we win—and
we expect to."
Morris says the RBOC is "on the very initial stages" of its broadband development
plans for the states of Massachusetts and New
York.

PACIFICBELL ®
A Pacific Telesis Company
To the West, Pacific Bell, the RBOC owned
by Pacific Telesis Group, says it will spend
$16 billion to upgrade its core network infrastructure over the next seven years to an integrated telecommunications information and
entertainment status providing advance data,
voice and video services. The new network
will provide voice telephone service, ISDN,
switched data services, narrowband data, wide
area networking and video telephony. Video
dial tone services will include broadcast video,
pay-per-view, multimedia, premium channels,
video-on-demand and interactive games.
The program initially targets parts of the
San Francisco Bay area, Los Angeles, Orange
County and San Diego, said Craig Watts, a
spokesperson for Pacific Bell. More than 1.5
million homes will be hooked up to the system
by 1996, Pacific Bell officials estimate, with
more than five million homes on-line by the

end of the decade.
In San Francisco, Pacific Bell will upgrade
its operations in Campbell, Cupertino, Los
Altos, Los Altos Hills, Milpitas, Mountain
View, San Jose, Santa Clara, Saratoga, and
Sunnyvale. In L.A., it will upgrade Canoga
Park, Reseda, Sherman Oaks, Calabasas,
Hidden Hills and Inglewood; in San Diego, it
will upgrade Central San Diego, Del Mar and
Poway. Orange County upgrades will hit
Anaheim, Buena Park, Cypress, Garden
Grove, Orange and Stanton Villa Park.
"The new network will offer telephone customers an alternative to the existing cable television monopoly," Pacific Bell said in a
November 1993 news release. Pacific Bell
cites a"technological breakthrough" by AT&T
as the reason for the upgrade. "As strategic
partner and systems integrator for the new network, AT&T will help fulfill our vision of the
communications future," said Pacific Bell
President Phil Quigley.
In the Pacific Bell/AT&T network, fiber
will be run from Pacific Bell facilities to a
node serving less than 500 homes; coaxial
cable will continue to the home and into aset-
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top AT&T is developing.
Architecturally, Pacific Bell
will build a750 MHz star-bus,
hybrid fiber/coax network using
asingle physical path into the
home (coaxial. On the side of the home will sit
anetwork interface unit, an intelligent processor which delivers analog and digital telephone
services to the home and constantly monitors
the quality of the network.
A host digital terminal, located at Pacific
Bell central offices, serves as the interconnection point into the local switching system, and
acts as acollection point for any information
coming from the network interface units.
Over the next seven years, Pacific Bell will
bring down its aerial copper plant and replace
it with coaxial cable; underground copper will
stay intact with coaxial cable laid alongside it.
In afact sheet, the RBOC described its service management system as one in which "we
will manage digital circuits carrying aminimum of 24 voice/data channels, rather than
copper circuits carrying asingle analog channel. In the distribution area, we will manage a
single, coaxial bus in the neighborhood rather
than many copper pairs." The network will
accommodate both ISDN and ATM, Pacific
Bell officials said.
In January, Pacific Bell and AT&T
announced their first foray into the interactivite network they foresee, in Milpitas, Calif.
Described as a"robust digital test," the
Melpitas trial begins this November to 1,000
residents. The trial will be enacted under a
Pacific Bell subsidiary, called Pacific Telesis
Video Services. PTVS will be responsible for
developing and marketing interactive video
services to consumers.
Elsewhere in California, PTVS will join
with Hewlett Packard to build asimilar interactive video system that will offer consumer
movies and other on-demand programs by the
end of 1994. Hewlett Packard will provide the
video servers for the four California markets.
It may also provide the set-top convertors,
video printers and billing computers.

(:)1
Southwestern Bell

Telephone

Arguably the least aggressive RBOC when it

comes to announced video trials, Southwestern
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Bell (SW Bell), based in San Antonio, Texas,
is taking only prudent and deliberate steps
toward deployment of broadband video.
SW Bell, which just last month was renegotiating the financial terms of its $4.9 billion
partnership with Cox Enterprises to better
reflect the value of Cox's cable properties, has
announced just one in-region video dialtone
trial so far.
Scheduled to take place in the Dallas suburb
of Richardson, where the cable incumbent is
TeleCable, the trial will be under the supervision of Southwestern Bell Video Services, a
separate company set up by the telco to develop video networks.
The trial (company officials prefer to call it
a"market probe") will target 2,000 homes initially and will expand beyond that if the market demands it, said Steve Dimmitt, VP of
Southwestern Bell Video Services. But
because the company's engineers haven't yet
made key technology decisions, the exact
topology and vendors remain unknown, and
likely will for another month or two after this
article appears, according to Dimmitt.
However, Dimmitt did say that SW Bell
plans to offer abroad mix of cable-TV programming in addition to services not offered
by TeleCable. SW Bell expects to offer
between 40 and 50 standard analog channels
and movies in both digital broadcast (near
video-on-demand) and switched (true videoon-demand) modes, said Dimmitt.
SW Bell plans to build afiber-rich network,
but hasn't yet decided whether to use the fiberto-the-curb architecture or hybrid fiber/coax,
said Dimmitt. The benefits and drawbacks of
the fiber-to-the-curb and fiber to the serving
area approaches are being scrutinized by SW
Bell the phone company, he said. "We'll be
riding on whatever approach they decide is
best," Dimmitt said.
In addition to architecture, the company's
engineers are sorting through the options related to deploying set-top terminals, according to
Dimmitt. "That's going to be areal key decision," he said. "Do we want asimple set-top
and match it up with acomplex video server
or should we distribute the intelligence
throughout the network?" Either way, Dimmitt
says he prefers to purchase areadily available
set-top off the shelf instead of designing acustom unit. This approach will allow the RBOC
to procure the units faster and at less cost.
The company also expects to deploy service
to customers who don't want aset-top at all. In
that case, the RBOC will simply pass video to
acable-ready TV or may even use interdiction,
much like US West has chosen to do. In fact,
the only technology the company has ruled out

is ADSL. "We don't think ADSL is competitive with cable services delivered over fiber" in
terms of quality, Dimmitt noted simply.
Why did SW Bell choose Richardson for
the market test? Dimmitt said market research
shows that residents of the north Dallas community have ahigh interest in new, advanced
services. "We felt it would be agood testbed
because we already have alot of fiber in place
there and the home density is favorable."
Incumbent TeleCable has acombined 43,000
subscribers in its system that serves both
Richardson and neighboring community Plano.
Outside of the SW Bell five-state region,
the RBOC last year purchased two suburban
Washington, D.C. cable systems from Hauser
Communications. Also, the company expects
to gain alot of market knowledge and expertise from Cox after their deal is officially consummated. High-level discussions between the
two companies are already taking place,
according to Dimmitt.
But don't expect SW Bell to make headlines anytime soon with grand announcements
about spending huge amounts of money to
rebuild its entire infrastructure. "We don't
think it's imperative or wise to spend billions
to upgrade when there are so many unanswered technology questions," said Dimmitt.
"That's not our style." Instead, decisions
regarding accelerating the pace of broadband
deployment will be made based upon technology availability, the amount and kind of competition the company faces, customer demand
for new services and timing.

LlellVEST
D

enver-based US West was the first to find a
cable partner (it invested $2.5 billion in Time
Warner) and perhaps started the merger mania
between the two industries. It may also be the
first RBOC to actually sink its teeth into some
competition with an established cable system
when it fires up its much publicized video trial
in Omaha, Neb. later this year. There it will go
head-to-head with Cox Cable in the provision
of traditional cable TV programming as well
as new interactive services like home shopping, video classifieds, home banking, etc.
US West chose to deploy afiber-to-the-curb
overlay architecture that provided video services over ahybrid fiber/coax plant that runs
parallel to the fiber/twisted pair network that
will carry voice traffic (see CED, March 1994,
p33 for adetailed diagram of the architecture).
From the fiber node, which serves about
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500 homes, adual cable video
network connects to aScientificAtlanta interdiction unit located
in apedestal. From there, the
two coax cables feed video into
the house as well as deliver upstream information back to the headend.
Cable "A" will deliver up to 77 analog
channels, 136 digital channels and 25 MHz of
shared upstream bandwidth. Cable "B" is a

mid-split design that offers more upstream
capacity (107 MHz) while providing 500 MHz
to support 664 digital channels downstream.
Custom MPEG-compatible digital set-tops
from Scientific-Atlanta are being constructed
that are driven by graphics control and display
software developed by The 3D0 company.
The set-top will be able to run applications
locally and can also be downloaded with additional software.
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Current plans call for afour- to six-month
technical trial of the service that will pass
about 10,000 homes. A year-long market test
will commence after that and the serving area
will include an additional 50,000 homes and
businesses.
In all, US West hopes to capture about
10,000 homes and businesses during its technical and market trials.
Since receiving formal permission from the
FCC to provide video services, US West has
since announced plans to file for authorization
to offer the same services in Denver, Boise,
Portland and Minneapolis/St. Paul. Ten more
cities will be identified as additional roll-out
sites later this year and atotal of 20 sites are
planned to be named by the end of 1994. The
goal is to have 100,000 households hooked up
by the end of the year, with the addition of
about 500,000 homes per year over each of
the next five years.
The RBOC doesn't intend to use the
Omaha architecture throughout its region,
according to executives. "We issued an RFI in
1992 for ahybrid fiber/coax network with
integrated video and voice and no such system
existed," said John Boe, technical director of
wireless and broadband planning for US West
Communications. "No response was complete
enough."
As aresult, the company chose to deploy
the overlay network it's constructing in
Omaha. However, US West is "actively looking toward deploying an integrated network,
but there are major issues that have to be
overcome," said Boe. Those issues include:
reliability, privacy and security; service; and
maintainability.
In February, US West issued RFPs that outlined anew network topology that provided
video with plain old telephone service (POTS)
that would cost about $1,000 per home
passed, which is the industry average for
deploying atwisted pair network. The $1,000
price point was also the RBOC's goal for its
Omaha trial.
Cost "is amoving target," admitted Boe, but
he said it continues to be their overall goal.
According to aUS West spokesman, this new
topology will allow them to roll out video services incrementally as market demand dictates.
In addition, US West has announced aplan
where it will work with Oracle to develop a
multimedia information server that will store,
retrieve and deliver video, voice and data to
computers, TVs, phones, faxes and other
devices located in homes and businesses. US
West officials said they will use the platform
to bring multimedia messaging service to market this year. CED
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How telcos plan to
deliver video

/Jr, „ i
The Evolution of
Video-over-copper
1988:

HDSL (high

1990

it rate digital subscriber line) conceptualized

21310 baseband bit coding (siMilar to ISDN PHI) used for
Bellcore HDSL Technical Advisory released to vendors
HDSL
Asyneletrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) announced

1991:
1991:

ANSI
1'1E1.4 standard
issued for HDSL
OAM/CAP/MPEG
1solutions
proPosed for implementing

1992:
1992:
1993:

DrvIlIMPEG -18‘ 2solutions proPosed for Implementing
ADSL

3/93: ADSL
ADSL'Olympics" competitive field trial held
6/93: Bell Atlantic ADSL phase 1field trial commences
7/93: DMT standard recommended by T1E1.4
5/94: NOT standard proposal to go out for TlEl. 4letter ballot
1/94: DcT announces non-ADSL solution for video-on-demand
1994:
1995:

Bell Atlantic ADSL phase 2field trial commences
Tanffed ADSL-based video-on-demand service to

i
r
l
o

commence

By Alan Stewart

L

ike merging galaxies, when high-tech industries come together, the results of their engineering collaboration can be awe inspiring.
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importance of the constituent parts of atelevision picture signal. This process is highly
dependent on both human perception and the
characteristics of the specific system being
evaluated: Two related types of information
are identified during apre-processing stage:
V Signals that are particularly difficult to code
V The contribution of these to final picture
quality.
Temporal (transient event) prediction and
motion compensation are employed to do this.
The amount of data needed to maintain picture
quality is reduced by coding only the changes
in information in successive frames. Using
small groups of pixels called "predictor
blocks" (see Figure 1), enough bits must be
used to communicate detail and rapidly changing scenes. This avoids "motion artifacts"
(visible effects that are not part of the original
motion).
Signal energy containing these differences
(the motion compensation residual) is concentrated in arelatively

Nowhere
is this more
true than in
computer data
processing,
telecommunications,
and cable TV. The
results of this collaboration
means that afull-motion TV
signal can be compressed both at
the source and during transmission.
This article describes those two
processes and forecasts that the result will
have an impact on the services provided by
telephone companies and cable TV providers.
Concepts such as pre-processing eliminate
bits that do not contain information essential
to producing an acceptable picture. Coding
and decoding techniques further reduce the
number of bits needed for transmission. The
final result is aTV picture that must be judged
on its merits by ahuman viewer.
A value judgment is made on the relative

quencies.
Aof
two-dimensmall band
low fresional analysis of the signal identifies them and permits fewer bits to be assigned to
other frequencies. Because this
analysis mirrors human visual image
processing, it helps with the subsequent signal quantization process which
represents the remaining signal as aseries of
discrete steps (analog to digital conversion).
One result of these compression techniques
is to produce abit stream which has apreponderance of "zeros" clustered together. This
clustering allows additional compression to be
achieved in two ways:
V Successive "zeros" are coded in total
instead of individually
V Totals that occur frequently are assigned
short codewords.

In the receiver, the reverse processes take
place and if the entire system has been correctly designed and installed, atelevision picture can be produced that contains both the
visual acuity and fidelity of the original.
To provide the viewer with afull-motion
TV signal, the signal must be transmitted over
aphysical medium and restored at the subscriber's location. In the telephone industry
the medium would be the phone cable.
Asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) is
the name given to systems that can do this
over the majority of local telephone loops,
which consist of twisted-pair copper. A simplified diagram of an ADSL system in shown
in Figure 2. The objectives of ADSL include:
VThe provision of an upstream channel as
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represented in the millions of feet of drop cable
products we manufacture every day.

dustry, CommScope has become synonymous

CATV industry has been buying our fiber optic

with quality.

cables for years.

Additionally, most of

standards

today's

CATV

Plus, the

were developed and estab-

No other cable manufacturer has the experi-

lished by CommScope, the company whose

ence and knowledge of cable technology, plus

name has meant quality and excellence in prod-

the breadth of products that CommScope of-

uct design, manufacturing and customer support

fers.

for over 30 years.

reputation

For example, our Parameter Ill

has been

And no other cable manufacturer has the

earned.

for quality that

CommScope

has

So, when you think of quality cable prod-

specified in cable systems for more than 20 years.

ucts for your multimedia applications, think of

Over 100,000 miles of our patented Quantum

CommScope and call us at 800-982-1708 or

Reach have been installed around the world in
some pretty harsh environments without

704-324-2200.

a single cable failure.

The same degree

of commitment to product integrity that
produced trunk and distribution products, as well as new DigiCable

is also

Corn mScope
General Instrument
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V IDEO OVER COPPER

-

-

Frame n

Frame n-1

Figure 1: Motion compensation -A block in frame n is best predicted by asmall
offset block in frame n-1. The encoder must send the offset and information about
the difference between the predictor block and current block.

well as downstream video
VCoexistence with existing services including
POTS and ISDN.
ADSL began as aBellcore concept in 1988
but it was not until 1992 that it was considered
aserious approach to providing multimedia
over copper, explains Tom Starr, senior techni-

cal staff member at Ameritech. Starr chairs the
ANSI (American National Standards Institute)
TlE1.4 committee which has responsibility for
digital subscriber line products. The major
milestones in video-over-copper development
are shown in Table 1.
ADSL transmission schemes use signals

that can be confined to adiscrete band, rather
like aradio channel. This approach allows several different signals to be transmitted over the
same pair of wires. As aresult, transmission
schemes were adopted that have similarities to
those used in dial-up analog modems.
Carrierless AM/PM (CAP), and its predecessor, QAM (quaternary amplitude/phase
modulation), are traditional transmission
schemes that have been implemented in dialup modems for many years. In 1992, AT&T
Paradyne engineered aCAP transceiver that
can be used directly on the loop to carry video
channels at aT-1 (1.54 mbps) bit rate. This is
fast enough to carry acompressed VCR-quality television picture.
Another approach, developed from a1960s
transmission scheme was announced last year
by Amati Communications of Palo Alto, Calif.
and Northern Telecom Inc. It is known as
Discrete Multitone (DMT) and under laboratory conditions, it can transmit up to 6Mbps
over 12 kilofeet of 24-gauge non-loaded line.
It performed well during the so-called "ADSL
Olympics" held at Bellcore earlier this year,
and is considered by many to have become the

Surf's Up!
Lennie Is Headed To
"Fiber U" In Long Beach
To Learn More About
Fiber Optics!

He's coming to the

fotec

Fiber Optic Installer's Conference, the "hands-on" training conference

just for fiber optics, July 25-28, 1994 at the Sheraton Hotel in Long Beach, California!
Call 1-800-50-Fiber for details.

fotec

THE FIBER OPTIC TEST EQUIPMENT COMPANY .BOX 246, BOSTON ,MA 02129
(800) 537-8254 IN MA :(617) 241-7810 FAX (617)241-8616 TELEX 501372

Circle Reader Service No. 25
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demand highly reliable powering networks.
Power Guard is aworld leader in supplying
simple solutions to complex powering issues.
Call today to discuss your powering
requirements.
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Figure 2 Basic ADSL diagram
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o o
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ATU-C

16 kbps/BRA/HO

1.5-6.3 Mbps
ADSL
ATU-R

16 kbps/BRA/HO

EOC

POTS

POTS
front runner for implementing ADSL.
Newbridge Networks, in collaboration with
Aware Corp., is designing products based on
yet another iteration of DMT developed by
scientists at MIT. The chip sets for this are
being designed by Analog Devices Inc.
Experts generally acknowledge that DMT
and CAP should, when optimally engineered,
provide the same performance over twisted pair
copper outside plant cables, but it is by no
means certain that this equivalency will be
reflected in the final product. At present the
answer to this question remains moot. The
consensus of both Bellcore and ANSI is that a
system using either approach must result in a
reliable product that provides 6Mbps ADSL
simplex channel along with afull-duplex capability under avariety of conditions.
"The original (ADSL) architecture proposed
1.54 Mbps and this is now coming to be known
as ADSL-1," says David L. Waring, director of
high bit rate loop transmission at Bellcore.

"There's another version of the architecture
that would operate on Carrier Serving Area
loops out to 12 kft. This would become ADSL2. Then ADSL-3 would operate over the last
mile at 6.16 Mbps.
"The choice of technology clearly matters if
you're concerned about product interoperability," Waring notes. "A termination out in the
residence becomes part of aconsumer electronic device. If you have the consumer electronics
industry building ADSL terminations—CD
players, TV sets and PCs—then the telephone
company has to match that termination on the
network side."
New York-based Digital Compression
Technology (DcT) may have solved this problem. Working with the Advanced
Telecommunications Institute at Stevens
University, DcT has developed atechnique
which does not involve further compression of
the TV signal during transmission. The original digital bit stream is transmitted in parallel

format over an analog carrier. A sophisticated
circuit at the subscriber end recovers the signal
and converts it back into aserial bit stream.
The virtue of this solution, claims DcT, is that
it is more readily implementable in silicon
than conventional ADSL because the network
and subscriber terminals work independently
(see Figure 3).

Bell Atlantic's ADSL trial
In June 1993, Bell Atlantic became the first
RBOC to demonstrate the practical benefits
ADSL by delivering movies-on-demand, network television shows, and other video services over its existing telephone network.
Interactive Multimedia Television (IMTV), as
it is called, will be brought to subscribers in
three phases:
%/System installation, maintenance, and network and server technology finalization.This
phase is underway with up to 100 Bell Atlantic
employees participating.

Figure 3: Digital Transmission of Increased Capacity (DTIC) system
(10 mbps downstream, 4mbps upstream over 12Icft 26 gauge)
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TELEPHONY
operators to deliver local telephone services;
the RBOCs themselves have found cable's
core business, entertainment television, equally attractive in driving major investment.
Pacific Bell, for example, plans to invest $4
to $5 billion over the next seven years to completely overbuild its copper network with a
broadband fiber optic/coaxial infrastructure;
US West's Omaha project will test this
RBOC's own broadband network capabilities.
US West's investment in Time-Warner, the
Cox-Southwestern Bell pact, and other telcocable deals clearly suggest that the two industries could soon be partnering in some of the
same markets, with the RBOCs aggressively
competing against one another.
Cable television can certainly maintain a
competitive advantage in the short-term since
it already has ahigh-capacity broadband network in place. Unlike the RBOCs who need to
completely rebuild, cable companies can get
into the telephony business by extending
fiber's reach and implementing network-compatible telephony equipment—once regulations
permit cable's entry into the lucrative residential telephone service business.
To make the hybrid fiber optic/coaxial network ready to deliver telephony today, however, several key issues must be addressed. First,
the provider must plan for initial capacity and
long-term growth. The broadband network
must be provisioned to balance bandwidth
needs with peak load demand, especially when
dealing with an essential service like telephony. An "all circuits are busy" notice simply
won't be tolerated, especially in alocal market
where access to 911 or other emergency services is vital. For this reason, the initial network design must be provisioned with ample
fiber to size service nodes appropriately.
Second, network redundancy is an important factor in delivering telephony services.
Implementation of standby equipment and bidirectional rings between optical nodes will
help to ensure the network reliability expected
of telecommunication providers.
Third, powering becomes akey issue in
delivering telephony, whether that powering is
provided by the subscriber or through the
broadband network. System powering does,
however, present several hurdles to cable television systems, particularly in deciding
whether to power over the drop or through a
separate powering cable to the home.
Fourth, network status monitoring and operational support systems become even more
important than they have been with traditional
entertainment television. The bi-directional
nature of telephony services, its need for
switched services, and the efficient manage-
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ment of subscriber billing will all require
attention from cable systems contemplating
telephony as anew service offering.

Incremental network development
For today's cable television systems, the
same infrastructure that can support telephony,
data, and video services opens the door to new
business opportunities, not just from residential telephony but from myriad other interactive services on the horizon. This will allow
new service revenues to drive additional capital investment, so the network can be easily
upgraded to accommodate increased demand.
One system, developed by ANTEC in conjunction with AT&T, recommends initial node
sizes of 2,000 homes, thereby allowing amaximum of 24 percent penetration rate for telephony services. Working within the system's
spectrum utilization plan (25 MHz forward
path/25 MHz return path), 2,000 home nodes
allow 480 simultaneous telephone conversations within that node before demand outpaces
capacity.
As more demand in each node is realized,
pre-installed dark fiber can be extended,

downsizing that single 2,000 home node to
four nodes of 500 homes each. This requires
the provisioning of at least eight telephony
fibers to each 2,000 home node, two of which
will be active and six (or more) which will
remain dark until node downsizing is required.
As demand grows beyond 24 percent, service nodes can be downsized to 500 homes by
extending the six dark fibers from the first
optical receiver location to asecond unit.
Thus, nodes should be sized to 500 homes during the initial network design. This will allow
each block of 25 MHz forward/return spectrum to be reused for incoming/outgoing subscriber telephone calls. Capacity then quadruples, allowing up to a96 percent telephony
penetration rate in each 500-home node.
The important point is that this downsizing
can be accomplished only in specific serving
areas where demand (read revenues) warrants
this additional capacity. If demand remains at
24 percent or less in one area, 2,000-home
nodes will suffice; if demand shoots up
throughout the system, the entire network can
be downsized to 500-home nodes or less, positioning the system for the bandwidth required

Figure 2: Cable Loop Carrier-500 network architecture
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TELEPHONY

for ahost of interactive services beyond telephony.
As shown in the Figure 1, the system headend unit interfaces directly to the public
switched telephone network (PSTN). Incoming
digital telephony signals from the PSTN are
assigned aspecific frequency and time slot
based on the address of the telephone call.
Telephony signals are allocated to a25 MHz
block of spectrum in the 500 MHz to 750
MHz range and are transmitted via fiber optic
cable through atransmitter.
Traditional analog entertainment video signals are allocated in the 50 MHz to 500 MHz
spectrum and are transmitted via an AM transmitter through aseparate fiber. At an intermediate point, commonly called the hub divider,
an optical receiver (gateway) converts the optical signals to RF, combines the signals, and
transmits both over coaxial cable to the subscriber service area.
Should asecond gateway unit be required to
meet telephony demand beyond 24 percent,
the primary gateway will continue to provide
entertainment signals from the headend via the
separate fiber. The second gateway is not
required to house an additional optical receiver
but simply passes the entertainment signals on
to the smaller 500-home node through the
coax input from the primary unit.
As Figure 1indicates, new fiber links are
established from the headend to the secondary
gateway to provide for telephony service to the
smaller service area. A filter at the secondary
gateway eliminates telephony data traveling
from the primary to the secondary units, and
telephony signals are received and returned to
the headend via the new fiber optic links.
Once entertainment/telephony signals arrive
at the home, adirectional coupler/splitter
sends the signals to both the set-top convertor
and the subscriber terminal. This latter unit,
which operates like amodem, converts the
downstream digital telephony signal derived
from the coaxial cable input into an analog
signal that can be recognized by astandard
telephone set. Upstream, the subscriber terminal converts the analog telephony signal to RF
in the 5MHz to 30 MHz return path spectrum
and transmits it back through coax to the gateway unit. There, upstream telephony signals
are converted to digital signals for delivery via
fiber back to the headend.

Redundancy
Telephony services require anetwork that
will survive failures. Redundancy can be built
into the network three ways. First, duplicate
equipment can be installed at the headend to
allow technicians to switch downstream traffic

50

should aheadend transmitter failure occur.
Second, diverse fiber routes can be implemented to allow the network to re-route traffic
to survive afiber break. In other words, fiber
should be routed into an optical receiver location from two different directions.
Third, optical components should have
built-in redundancy features that provide a
back-up to all primary units. In the event of a
network failure or fiber cut, the node could
automatically switch traffic from the primary
to back-up modules.

Powering the subscriber terminal
Telephony also makes powering acritical
issue. Some subscriber terminals are powered
by the subscriber, thereby saving cable systems on network powering costs and simplifying installation. These unist also contain an
internal battery that provides up to four hours
of uninterrupted service in the event of a
power outage. Future designs, specifically a
domestic, 24 channel T-1 residential telephony
system, will incorporate both in-home, subscriber-powered and outside-the-home, network powered capabilities.
Network powering allows designers to easily increase the actual standby time of anode
during apower failure. Depending on the
design of the existing plant, cable systems will
either need to increase the current-carrying
capacity of existing power supplies or add
more standby power supplies feeding asingle
node. One system standby battery would
replace several subscriber batteries, thereby
reducing maintenance costs since the need to
replace subscriber unit batteries would be
eliminated. Yet, network powering will substantially increase electricity costs to cable
systems and present other key challenges.
Two options currently exist to system
power the in-home subscriber terminals. Cable
systems may elect to implement network powering either through the RF coaxial cable or
through parallel powering cables at each subscriber home.
Powering through the coax does impact RF
signal performance. In this instance, powerpassing taps will be required with components
that will help to minimize signal distortion,
maintain insertion loss budgets, and reduce
undesirable frequency response signatures due
to the additive impact of several taps in series.
The second approach, parallel powering,
utilizes aseparate power tap or power extractor next to the subscriber RF tap. In this case,
aparallel power pair attached to the coaxial
drop cable would be used for routing power
independently of the RF coaxial drop. This
approach should ultimately be more reliable

since more robust connectors may be used for
the power-passing circuits. Standard low-cost
taps could also be used, and overall RF performance should be subject to less degradation
since fewer RF points would be disturbed.
The fourth key issue lies in operational support. System controllers can provide network
maintenance for the system at the headend. A
PC-based controller—which could ultimately be
linked with the cable system's overall operational support system—monitors the status of
the network and its components, and watches
for alarms. The controller provides the interface needed to provision the network, with
instant access to the condition and provisioning of each network component. From this single interface, more than 120,000 subscriber
terminals can be monitored; the unit itself prevents duplicate provisioning of any network
component and provides•constant communication between the headend terminal and the
subscriber terminal to allow technicians to
monitor network performance.
Delay characteristics are inherent in the
cable television plant since subscribers reside
various distances from the headend and the
network's active components. For this reason,
the system incorporates an auto-ranging capability that records the distances from the headend terminal to the subscriber to prevent an
overlap of signals from multiple users.
In addition, the 25 MHz upstream/downstream frequency allocation of the headend terminal and its associated subscriber terminals
may be set through the controller, and password protection is available to preclude other
technicians from provisioning telephony service in aspectrum already being utilized for
another service.
Operations will also depend on who provides the telephony switching capabilities.
Depending on how the telephony business
begins, switching may be accomplished
through the local telephone company or a
long-distance provider. The switches utilized
would provide subscriber billing information;
however, fees will be charged for using this
service.
As the cable system's telephony business
grows, aheadend switch could be implemented that would aggregate traffic at the headend
and switch accordingly. Calls could be 1) routed back into the cable system, 2) routed to
telephone users in the local telephone company or 3) routed to along-distance provider. In
this case, the cable system's switch would tabulate usage charges accordingly and would
then need to be incorporated into the overall
operational support system, including monthly
subscriber bills. CND
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Telephony via cable:
Competing in anew
Onniet:IwoliJee business

T
he cable industry faces apromising new revenue stream that may, assuming regulatory
relief, bring great change to today's cable
operations: residential telephony. Exact figures vary, but experts suggest that local telephone services generate upwards of $60 billion in annual revenues for the Regional Bell
Operating Companies. MCI recently
announced its intention to bypass the $5 billion in annual access fees it pays to the
RBOCs by making deals with local cable

Figure 1 Cable Loop Carrier-500 network design
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*25 MHz Contiguous Band within the
frequency range of 500-700 MHz
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Expanded glossary
acrenius ues of basic
telephony terms
to

Editor's note: As cable operators move
more into the realm of telecommunications,
we though it would be helpful to provide a
partial summary of commonly used telephony
terms and acronyms.

ADSL
Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line. A
method developed by the telco industry to
deliver video to the home over twisted pair
copper wire. It is aone-way video transmission technology with control signals returning
from the home at 16 kilobits per second.
Derivatives of the technology include High bit
rate Digital Subscriber Line (HDSL), which
puts bi-directional T-1 on unshielded twisted
pair (primarily for business use), and VHDSL
(very high DSL), which allows for 10 mbps to
40 mbps signal transmission speeds.

Asynchronous transmission
Recently, the term "asynchronous," at least
when referring to broadband ISDN, has tended to mean the use of statistical multiplexing
and packet switching technology to transmit a
discontinuous steam of data.
Traditionally, asynchronous transmission
has been adigital transmission method where
the individual characters are encapsulated by
"start" and "stop" control bits that identify the
beginning and ending of each character. It features lower data throughput than synchronous
transmission methods, but doesn't need to
maintain precise timing relationships between
transmitter and receiver.
Conversely, synchronous transmission, in

the B-ISDN sense, has tended to mean the
transmission of aconstant stream of data,
using time division multiplexing and circuit
switching.

ATM
Asynchronous transfer mode, or ATM, is
an international packet switching standard
established by the Consultative Committee for
International Telegraph and Telephone
(CCITT), in which the network routing
instructions and control information are part of
the message itself.
ATM will operate at speeds up to 2Gbps
and features the transmission of uniform cells
of 53 bytes length each. Of that total, 48 bytes
represent the payload while five bytes represent the header.
The header portion of the message unit
identifies the owner of the transmitted information. ATM headers also identify the circuit
number to which the message is sent.
The header also contains error control
information. Because each of the cells (which
may be thought of as "packets") are of identical length, whether completely full of data or
empty, they can be switched quickly through a
network.
In part, that advantage arises because the
work doesn't have to spend time examining
each packet to read its address information
and assess the length of the packet.
Cell relay systems, such as ATM, are desirable when transmitting video or voice messages because the time delay is of shorter
duration, and more importantly, perhaps, of
predictable duration, than frame
relay-based systems which use variable-length messages.

B-ISDN
Broadband ISDN is ahigh-bandwidth version of ISDN intended to
support applications such as fullmotion video and image. It uses a
basic signaling rate of 150 Mbps
and is expected to support additional
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bandwidth in increments of about 50 Mbps, up
to about 600 Mbps.

COMA, BMA, FDMA
Code Division Multiple Access is aspread
spectrum technology that has been developed
to increase capacity over analog technologies
and allow more efficient use of the spectrum.
Essentially, the technology works by spreading signals across the broad frequency spectrum and assigning aunique code to each.
Receivers then pluck the properly coded signals out of the mix.
The same concept of "frequency re-use"
can be achieved through Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) and Frequency
Division Multiple Access (FDMA). TDMA
works by assigning each caller aunique timeslot and then sends packets of data during that
slot. FDMA carves up telephone channels by
frequency, instead of time and assigns specific
frequencies for each user.

Cell relay
A packet switching technique that uses cells
of uniform length. Such techniques are well
suited for video or voice transmissions in contrast to frame relay techniques, which are better optimized for bursty data communications.
Asynchronous transfer mode is aform of cell
relay. So is the IEEE 802.6 standard and
SMDS.

Central office
The central office, or CO, is atelecommunications facility where telephone calls are
switched. In the local exchange, acentral
office generally represents a10,000-access
line service area.
A long-distance carrier's central office represents an access point to pick up and drop off
traffic bound for, or originating from, alocal
exchange area (LATA).

Circuit switching
A type of switching system, historically
used to establish voice connections between
two or more speakers, using adedicated physical circuit path between the callers for the
duration of the call or session.

CPE
Customer premises equipment includes terminating equipment,such as telephones, facsimile machines, modems or other equipment
owned by the customer and attached to the
telephone network.

CSU
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A channel service unit is adigital interface
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developed in 1977, outlines aseven-layer,
modular method of breaking up activities
required to establish and maintain acommunications link between computers and computing devices, even when the machines are
of different types and made by different
companies.
Each of the seven layers performs adistinct part of the interaction, allowing the
internal operations of each layer to be
changed or modified without affecting the
operation of the other layers.
The physical layer defines electrical and
mechanical properties of interfaces, especially the detection of electrical voltage levels and the pin structure of interfaces.
The data link layer performs error detection and is responsible for determining
when atransmission block begins and ends. It
structures the received bitstream for reading by
the network layer.
The network layer performs switching functions by routing packets among different pathways. Its job is to create avirtual circuit that is
transparent to the other layers.
The transport layer handles those details
related to moving data between one network

1GHz

from

Pemote terminal

and another. Multiplexing and error correction,
for example, are handled at this layer.
The session layer establishes and maintains
half-duplex or full-duplex connections as
needed, and provides data flow control operations.
A half-duplex connection uses one channel
to connect two speakers, allowing only
sequential transmissions (in one direction at a
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PCM
Pulse code modulation is the traditional
process by which an analog signal is converted
to digital form for transmission over adigital
telephone network.
The sampling process involves sampling of
analog voice signals 8,000 times asecond. The
sampled amplitudes are represented by discrete
eight-bit words, leading to the standard 64,000
bits per second (64 kbps) digital signaling
standard for voice.

POP

passives up to 2GHz.
From standard
requirements to custom
specifications, you can

time only).
The presentation layer handles syntax
issues, rules for representing data. The application layer is the communications interface to
those portions of an end-user program concerned with file management, printing operations and virtual terminal emulation.

700 Jefferson Ave., Ashland, OR 97520-3703 USA
Phone: (503) 488-5500 FAX: (503) 488-5567
Circle Reader Service No. 37

A POP, or point of presence, is aswitching
facility owned by along-distance (interexchange carrier) and used to pick up and deliver
traffic from one LATA to another.

RBOC
There are seven regional Bell operating
companies that were created by the AT&T
system breakup as holding companies for local
telephone companies within their service
regions. The "seven sisters" include
Ameritech, Bell Atlantic, Bellsouth, NYNEX,
Pacific Telesis, Southwestern Bell and US
West.

Remote terminal
The subscriber plant end of adigital loop
carrier transmission line, typically containing
opto-electronics equipment (for optical loop
carrier systems), multiplexing and demultiplexing equipment and cross-connect func-
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TELECOM PERSPECTIVE

"[People]
betting on an
early slam dunk
in multimedia
may be
disappointed."

Ad
Index

Motorola's version of the PowerPC.

Fast start tor Oracle
Oracle has gotten off to aflying start in the chase for
networked multimedia business, prompting even developers with strong ties to Oracle competitors to accommodate interoperability. General Instrument Corp. is a
case in point, saying it is "working with" Oracle to
ensure compatibility between the Oracle Media Server
system and GI's LinX computerized set-top module.
The widely shared model for network distribution of
multimedia assumes at least two and, often, three tiers
of storage to accommodate levels of demand for various types of services. The most demanding level concerns the top 10 or so movies which 80 percent of
video-on-demand customers are likely to order at any
one time, according to Ben Linder, director of technical
marketing for Oracle Media Server software. These
movies will be stored in main server memory.
A second tier of some 200 movies or so will be
stored on some 1,000 hard storage disks inside the
server. The third tier uses 8millimeter digital tape cassettes, each with asingle title, numbering in the thousands. To support thousands of simultaneous viewings
from asingle recording, as might be required for the
top 10 movies, developers employ atechnique known

Reader Svc#
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12

Advances in CD-ROM
The whole array supports an extremely high capacity
electronic video store, at costs which some feel will
permit telcos and cable companies to draw customers.
But, with the early iterations of the client/server systems taxed to achieve this level of capability, it remains
to be seen whether the platform can also support customers' access to the huge range of titles entering the
market from the CD-ROM multimedia side.
Moreover, because the latter are designed for playback on progressive scan computer screens, efforts to
translate them to NTSC interlaced TV formats add to
the costs and consume valuable processing time. "You
pay areal premium in functionality when you try to
take advantage of the embedded TV base as aplatform
for digital media," notes Larry Fennell, an advanced
display system researcher at Xerox.
As network operators wrestle with the problem of
getting first-generation platforms off the ground that
can support what amounts to alargely movies-ondemand business, the multimedia systems developers
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as "memory striping," which distributes the same tiny
segment of agiven movie to several memory disks at
one time, allowing independent access by asmall cluster of users from each disk.
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My VIEW

Without warning or premonition, as Iwas writing this

column, TCI and Bell Atlantic walked out of the
church, unmarried. Metaphors about anew
1849-style gold rush and the franchise
feeding frenzy of the 1980s suddenly
seemed inappropriate. Maybe, though, we
are not quite back to square one. Perhaps,

Learning

Ironi

each
ottlet

in the coming together since last fall, both
telco and cable interests have had opportu -

arrangement superimposes the voice and data traffic 011

existing CATV tree-and-branch networks, connected at
the headend to the PSTN (public switched telephone

network) or long distance POP (point of presence),
FPN sues that three
channel pis would suppoil
pendence. Exciting new vistas have been
up to LI) voice le at P01 grade of service; i.e. the probaopening, more in the context of the ciruser could not
cumstances that gave birth to the TC1113A bility would be less than one percent that a
call in the busiest hou of the busiest season.
merger than as a
direct consequence of the complete a
Incremental costs added to an existing CATV plant are estinow abandoned deal.

nity to reflect on their undeniable interde-

Telcos once believed they would be

uniquely capable of providing "true"

video-on-demand, including the pause and
fast forward/reverse functions of the VCR,
by adapting to video the historic telephony
architecture utilizing central office switching and dedicated subscriber lines. Cable
TV can't do that; can it?
Well, yes; as amatter of fact, cable can
do it and has actually been leading the way
with two important developments. The linear laser, first reported in 1987 by Jack
Koscinski of Irving Kahn's General

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

network was introduced by First Pacific Network in
1989. Duplex voice (and data) signals would be modulated on RF carriers for transmission on three or more
pairs of 6MHz channels over networks with no more
than about 1,000 homes passed per optical node. This

Optronics, permits simultaneous fiber optic
transmission of analog and digital signals
on RF carriers. Telephone experts scoffed,
secure in the notion that the essential nonlinear characteristics of lasers could be effective only
with digital signals. As the feasibility of the AM fiber
has been clearly demonstrated by Jim Chiddix and others, AT&T and other telephone-based engineers have
begun to take notice.
Then in June of 1990, the VideoCipher division of
General Instrument, acousin to Jerrold, the all-time
leading supplier of CATV equipment, stunned the army
of HDTV developers with its DigiCipher bombshell. In
addition to compressing the digital signal at the source,
DigiCipher proposed to use QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation) technology to squeeze the compressed
digital signal into the available 6MHz. Zenith's comparable competing 16 VSB technology has now been
approved and certified by the FCC.
These two technologies, AM fiber and high bits-per
Hertz modulation efficiency developed by CATV,
form the foundation stones for local area distribution of
video and probably voice and interactive data as well.
Interconnecting local areas is more likely to follow the
telco developed SONET (synchronous optical network)
type protocols based on time division multiplexed
PCM (pulse code modulation) technology.

First Pacific Network (FPN)
The first serious architecture integrating POTS
(plain old telephone service) and CATV on the same
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mated at about $400 each. This arrangement overlays POTS
on existing cable TV networks.
On the other hand, the BBT architecture superim-

poses digital video on existing telephone plant, upgraded with fiber-to-the-curb. Voice and data are switched
at the central office (CO) but video is switched at
remote terminals (RT) in controlled environment vaults
(CEV) for every 250 or so households. A total of 16
time division multiplexed (TDM) DS-3 channels per

fiber, each carrying up to six MPEG-2 compressed
video signals, are transported to the RI switches.
There, the program selected at the user's keypad is
switched to one of the 24 TDM DS-3s transmitted to
ONUs, (optical networks units) each with 8video
ports. The proper DS-3 is demultiplexed at the ONU
and transmitted on coaxial service drop to the subscriber premises.
Thus, up to six separate programs can be switched
on request to each subscriber. The BBT architecture is
quite expensive, providing enhanced POTS (fiber-tothe-curb), off premises switched video and interactive
information services. The BBT architecture is not compatible with cable-ready TV sets, because it delivers
only one channel at atime to the TV or VCR antenna
port.

Learning together
Cable has alot to learn about the POTS business,
especially about switching for ready access all over the
world. We have not yet fully addressed the issues of
outage prevention, service and public relations in a
manner comparable to telephone company practice. Of
course, there is adifference: telcos are reasonably
assured a"cost plus" pricing, while cable TV is being
beaten bloody by congressionally mandated unjustified
rate regulations.
Telcos are just beginning to learn that the classical
architecture that has been successful for narrowband
voice and interactive information services may not be
the proper solution for video distribution. The vehemence of the public anger over wired video's incompatibility with "cable-ready" TV sets and VCRs is
beginning to spill over on to video dialtone. The notorious breakup of the TCI-BA merger is not likely to
relax the learning process, on either side. CED
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The evolving local loop

Traditional

The traditional local portion of the telephone network involved stretching a dedicated set of wires
from acentral office or wire center out to each customer's premise. By the late 1970s, though, telephone network designers had begun to use a new
concept, that of the "serving area," to reduce the

Feeder cab

amount of capital investment required in a new growth area. The idea was to plan, in advance, for
network resources sufficient to serve an area containing several hundred to 3,000 homes, but to defer
actual installation of plant until new housing construction created an immediate demand.
The "carrier serving area" was further developed
with the advent of digital loop carrier, amethod of
gaining more channel capacity without adding new
wiring to the existing plant. This type of upgrade
involves the use of digital transmission at 1.544
Mbps on asingle pair of wires that formerly could
carry only asingle voice conversation. Such capacity represents 24 voice circuits. A DLC network
replaces the serving area interface with a remote
terminal with circuitry designed to convert
signals from analog to digital, and
multiplex and demultiplex them.
Central
Optical loop carrier essentially
Office
substitutes optical fiber media for
the older copper wire running
between the central office and the RT.
The future fiber-toa.
customer network
o
C. 0
it>
will move fibe r
Remote terminal
closer to the cu sdemultiplexes T-1
signals, converts
tomer location, to
digital signals
the curbside i
n
to analog form.
some cases, to
neighborhoods of
Remote
a few hun dre d

All customers
directly linked wi
central office
by a dedicated
pair of wires.

Digital loop carri

.C3

a)

CD

a)

Feeder

T-1 circuit puts equivalent
of 24 wire pairs on a
single existing pair.

Distribution cable

Note that the cable TV "fiber-tofeeder" design mirrors the optical
loop carrier network. Though the
physical topology of the distribution network
(cable TV feeder) ma
be different, the
logical topology
Central
of both networks
headend
can be identical.
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